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Hamilton 49928 watch now in a wristwatch-case
(plus original pocketwatch-case)

Original GCT (Greenwich Civil Time) Master Chronometer Watch of the
Hamilton 4992B movement (Military marking AN-5740 (see pocketwatch back)).

This navigation-chronometer was used by the USAF on long haul flights
(see (AF) on pocketwatch back)).

The watch was used by navigation-pilots from World War II until the end of
the 60's.

The movement and the original 24h dial has been transferred to a new
wristwatch case, in such a way, that it can be reconverted to the pocketwatch.



The movement inside the wristwatch can be seen trough its crystal back.

The movement  features 6 adjustments and additional adjustment for
temperature. The movement has 22 jewels.

The movement  integrates the hacking function in order for the pilots to
synchronize before an attack.

On the next page you can find all the production lots and effective date
of series manufactured. With this 4C-numbers and with the number
inside the movement (beside the balance), the production date and
therefore the age of the watch can be traced.





Adjusting the Watch

1. Turning the crown
back and forth means,

winding the movement.
Turn it till it blocks.

2. Pull out the crown,
the second hand will
stop. By turning the
crown, set the time.

3. Push back the crown,
synchronizing the second

hand with a reference watch
and the watch will restart.



1. This watch is not suited for sporty activities. lt is a dressing watch.
2. The watch is suited to be worn on the rigth or left wrist.
3. The watch is neither shock- nor waterproof (no warranty).
4. Clean this watch only with a lint free cloth. Scratches on the case, breakage
    of the watch crystals and the strap are excluded from warranty.
5. The accuracy of the watch is better than: +/- 30sec /24h.

If you have any problems with the watch, we would be pleased to help
you at info@gctwatch.com or by calling your original supplier.



In order to take advantage provided by this warranty, you will need
to provide this side completely filled out.

1 Year GCT Watch Warranty Sheet  see “General Instruction”

Place:

Name, Adress:

Nr.:

Sales Date:

Auth. Dealer:

4C



The original pocket watch was purchased in the USA, then
assembled, serviced and controlled at the head office in Switzerland.

Produced in a polished or matted stainless steel case
and fitted to a black, dark or light brown calfleather strap

with crocodile imitation.

The production capacity is limited to approx. 200 watches/year
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